General Information
Heritage Christian School is committed to

Violations


If Dress Code is violated, a student will

maintaining a neat, orderly and modest

be given a warning. A green slip will be

learning environment with as few

given to alert parents of the article of

distractions as possible. How our

clothing that is not within Dress Code

students dress is a major factor in that

Guidelines

environment. Your help is greatly



appreciated!
Please understand that items not on our
dress code are not necessarily immoral or
immodest. They may simply not be appropriate for the classroom environment. For
ease of enforcement, consistency and ap-

Upon 2nd violation for the same clothing,
a student will serve a detention.
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Repeated violations might require a conference with the student’s parents.
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propriateness, we have eliminated some
things that in other contexts may be acceptable.
At no time will any apparel with tobacco,
alcohol or drug messages be acceptable.
Please remember that we cannot list every
item of clothing or style that you cannot
wear. Please wear only what is on the list.
At all times, the faculty and
administration reserve the right to determine what is or is not within the dress
code guidelines.
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Pants

Sweatshirts, Hoodies &
Sweaters



No TIGHT-fitting pants



Must be hemmed, not frayed, no holes



Zip and Pull-over hoodies are acceptable



Leggings may be worn ONLY under



Shirt underneath needs to be within

skirts/dresses that touch the top of

dress code guidelines to allow student to

the knee.

remove Hoodie if needed.



Capris are acceptable



Sweaters are acceptable



No sweatpants



Crew neck sweatshirts are acceptable



Blue jean denim as well as relaxed athletic pants are allowed only on Fridays
and Dress Down Days

Shirts & Blouses


Shorts


revealing. Must not have cut-outs or lace
UNLESS a WIDE-strap tank is worn un-

top of the knee and may not be tight

derneath. No shirt should reveal bra

fitting

straps or spaghetti straps.

Must be hemmed, not frayed, no holes



May be worn any day prior to Fall



tight, low cut, sheer, form-fitting, nor too

Must be no higher than 2” above the





Must be modest. This means not too



Wide-strap tank tops need to be worn
under any shirt that is a lighter material

Break or after Spring Break



Must have sleeves

May also be worn on any Dress Down



Girls’ shirts do NOT need to be tucked in,

Day

but must be long enough that skin is not

Athletic shorts are only for PE and

shown when they raise their hands or sit

must be no higher than fingertip

down.

length

Skirts/Dresses


Must touch the top of the knee



Leggings may be worn underneath



HCS sports team jerseys and warm-ups
are allowed on game/meet days



HCS shirts are acceptable any day

Dress Down Days
Fridays will be dress down days when
more casual attire (blue jeans, t-shirts,
shorts) is acceptable. Slogans or pictures
on any article of clothing for dress-down
days must be in keeping with the high
moral standards of HCS. Brand name
logos are allowed.

